
 



SOLUTIONS TO 
ATTRACT DIVERSE TALENT 

 A 1-hour consultation with BEE HAPPY

HR CO. to determine what the job

and ideal candidate profile is for

your business. This includes getting

an in-depth look at what the role is in

terms of technical skills, soft skills,

and fit for your company & its culture,

the team they are working with

(internal &/or external), and your

company’s industry.

INITIAL CONSULTATION &
CREATION OF IDEAL 
CANDIDATE AVATAR 

CREATION &
POSTING OF 
TARGETED JOB AD

From the 1-hour initial

consultation, BEE HAPPY HR

CO. will then create a

targeted job ad that will

be posted on targeted

online job boards so that it

attracts a pool of

candidates that match the

profile we are looking for.

From the one-hour initial

consultation, BE HAPPY HR CO. will

create a job description that will

outline in detail the daily

responsibilities of the role, the

requirements, and qualifications of

the role. The job description will be

created in a way that can be used in

your business, so it sets out in detail

the performance expectations of the

employee(s) in the role.

CREATION OF 
ACCOUNTABILITY CONTRACT 

WE TREAT
APPLICANTS
WITH DIGNITY &
RESPECT  SO
THEY WILL
REMEMBER YOU
FAVOURABLY



Once the job has been posted and

monitored to ensure the right number

and the right kind of candidates

apply, BEE HAPPY HR CO. will screen

the resumes to shortlist those that will

be moved to the next screening

stage. We will shortlist 7-10

candidates to the initial telephone or

video screening stage for 1 vacancy.

This will save you time to focus on

what you do best which is to run the

day-to-day operations of your

business.

RESUME SCREENING 

DIVERSITY IS
GOOD FOR
BUSINESS

IN-DEPTH VIDEO SCREENING
VIA ZOOM

BE HAPPY HR CO. will conduct 7-10 in-

depth screens (note for 1 vacancy) in

order to pre-qualify the top 3, maximum

4 candidates for the face to face

interviews. Here we will use an online

video platform called Zoom to do the

screen. It takes the standard telephone

screen to the next level, by still having a

live person for the candidate to speak

to, but in a format where BE HAPPY HR

CO. can pick up on subtle cues that only

a one on one format can give. BE HAPPY

HR CO. will create a customized set of

questions on the telephone screen, and

shortlist for the face-to-face interview

stage.

YOUR TALENT
HIVE AWAITS

Once the hiring process has started

BE HAPPY HR CO. will advise you

when you need to block off time in

your schedule to complete these

interviews. Saving you time we will

contact the candidates and schedule

them for you and confirm everything

by sending you a calendar invite.

SCHEDULING OF FACE TO
FACE INTERVIEWS



HAPPY 
RECRUITMENT

Depending on your level of

experience in hiring employees this

feature could be beneficial as BEE

HAPPY HR CO. will create a custom

interview guide of behavior-based

interview questions. Behavior-based

interview questions are the best kind

of questions to use because it forces

the candidate to answer the question

using their past work experience to

back up to their answer. Past work

experience is a great indicator of

future work performance. We will

include our own “go-to” questions

along with questions specifically

created to assess if the candidate is

the right fit for your company and the

role. Our interview guides also are

designed with a specific flow of each

question that zones in on areas that

are critical to your job opening.

FACE TO FACE 
INTERVIEW GUIDE

Depending on your level of

experience in hiring employees, you

have an option of having BE HAPPY

HR CO. with you on each face to

face interview. This is a great option

because as a Professional

Recruitment Consultant we can pick

up on cues or things that candidates

say during the interview that we feel

should be probed on. This allows us

to dig deeper to see if this could be

an area of concern or an area where

it shows why they could be the right

fit. This ensures that you hire the right

employee the first time.

A CONSULTANT FROM BE
HAPPY HR CO. PRESENT AT
THE FACE TO FACE
INTERVIEW

BE HAPPY HR CO. will check 2

employment references of the

candidate selected as the final

candidate from the face-to-face

interview stage. Employment

references are defined as previous

supervisor/manager of the

candidate.

REFERENCE STAGE



YOUR TALENT
HIVE AWAITS

GREAT HIRES
DRIVE

INNOVATION

 Once the references are checked

and come back as clear, BE HAPPY

HR CO. will notify you, and either

yourself or us will contact the final

candidate and make a verbal offer of

employment. After that, an email will

be sent out with the employment

contract (that has been vetted by an

employment lawyer) and other new

hire paperwork such as tax forms,

and a new hire information form.

VERBAL OFFER OF
EMPLOYMENT

BE HAPPY HR CO. will create a customized new hire onboarding plan for the first 3

months of employment. This plan will ensure that you start off on the right foot in

building your relationship with your new employee.  Yes, the hiring process is

completed once you have hired someone, but the next step in the employee life

cycle is making sure you retain them! Ensuring areas and items from their first day of

work to being in the role for 3 months, is thought of and will help in the retention of

your new hire.

3 MONTH NEW HIRE ONBOARDING



WE CAN'T WAIT
SERVE YOU 

Sara Bibb is the Principal Consultant of MKS HR
Consulting.  She is a professional and certified Human
Resources Professional.  You will think she is part of your
team because she takes pride in serving her clients and
getting the best solution to the HR issues they are
experiencing in their business. She excels in her superior
communication skills and relationship-building skills with
everyone she works with. She completed her post-
graduate program in Human Resources Management at
Seneca College and obtained her Certified Human
Resources Leader (CHRL) designation in 2009. Sara
discovered that smaller companies have the same HR
issues as larger ones, but without the professional HR
resources to handle them.  What else was there to do? 
 She started MKS HR Consulting and became the HR
Department for Small Business. Sara is also the HR Mentor
for Women in Biz Network and HR Partner for Bee Happy
HR Co.  

Call us at 416-993-2083 

or email at hello@beehappyhr.cam

Leigh Mitchell is a Brand and HR Strategist who loves tapping

into your brilliance through her company Bee Happy HR Co. She

often works with professional and entrepreneurial women, HR

departments, and national corporations who want creative,

clear, and story-based HR strategies coupled with impactful

positioning. Leigh is also the founder of Women in Biz Network, 

 she coaches clients, speaks with interesting guests on her Time

to Thrive Podcast, curates mentorship initiatives, promotes

Women in Biz Network's diversity-driven career board, and

delivers skill-building events to a variety of audiences.

Throughout her career, Leigh has worked with brands such as

Microsoft Canada, TELUS, TD Canada Trust, Staples Canada, and

Chevrolet Canada.  Leigh has been featured in the CBC News,

The Globe and Mail, Toronto Star, Canadian Living, Wall Street

Journal, and a speaker at numerous industry events. Connect

with Leigh on all your favourite social media platforms

@womenbiznetwork






